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Grand Cherokee on the Rocks—
The Ultimate ‘Work-in-Progress!’ 
 

 
 

Moab was once the exclusive domain of 
short wheelbase CJs, YJ and TJ Wranglers, 
plus a host of shorter wheelbase 4x4s. “Big” 
tires were 31”-33” diameter, and suspension 
lifts never crept to more than four inches. 

All of that has changed. Today, with the 
availability of 35”-40” tires and long-arm lift 
kits, longer wheelbase 4x4s ply readily over 
the slickrock and rock piles… 

Then there was the controversy over 
ladder frames versus unitized body 4x4s. 
Traditional Jeep truck and utility model 
aficionados thought the XJ Cherokee and 
Grand Cherokee SUVs would break in half                       
on the trail—until the XJs, ZJs and WJs 

plowed their way over the Rubicon Trail and 
Moab’s rocks! The buildup of SUVs has 
become an epidemic, and today, Jeep’s full 
range of utility models run every hardcore 
trail in the United States and Canada. 

                              

One of the best WJ examples showed 
up for the 2010 Easter Jeep Safari. Roger 
Charbonneau bought his WJ in September 
2000. He called Dave Harrington at AEV 
and wanted to lift it right away but got on the 
wait list until February 2001. With his name 
in the queue, Roger headed to Moab and 
wheeled Steel Bender, Poison Spider, Fins 
and Things and Hells Revenge—in a 
virtually stock WJ! 
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Roger drove to Missoula, Montana, on 
February 17, 2001. He hung out there for 
three days. AEV installed a TeraFlex four-
inch short arm lift kit, Mopar Rock Rails, Old 
Man Emu shocks, and a set of 285-70R 17” 
BFG TA tires. 

This configuration hit the trail for five 
years, with no problems beyond the stock 
transfer case. Two chains wore out under 
the severe pounding.  

The OEM transfer case chain failed for the 
third time in 2005. Roger had Steve Nantz at 
Moab 4x4 Outpost install an Atlas II 4.2:1 
transfer case. He added an ARB front steel 
bumper, Warn 9000# winch and PIAA off 
road lights. Roger found that the stock Jeep 
‘Quadra-Drive’ lockers worked very well. 

In 2006 Roger turned to Mike Nappi at 
Rocky Mountain Backroad (RMB) 4x4 at 
Golden, Colorado, for a Clayton 6” long arm 
kit with 4-link rear, Bilstein shocks and 315-
70R 17” BFG TA tires. Later that year, RMB 
upgraded the cooling system. Running 315-
size tires created cooling and steering 
problems with the stock set up. (The cooling 
system on the 2001 model has a hydraulic 
fan that spins via the power steering pump.)   

“On hot days in Moab,” Roger explains, 
“I would boil the hydraulic fluid on tough 
runs like Pritchett Canyon…I think I lost 

some fluid from the overflow on steep 
obstacles as well.” 

Mike Nappi installed an aftermarket high 
performance radiator with two large electric 
cooling fans. Roger says that helped cool 
the engine, but he still had trouble with the 
power steering and big tires. 

“The Saginaw steering box was 
removed and sent to PSC for tapping and 
valving,” Roger shares. “The PSC power 
ram has cured the steering issues.” 

For extra stowage on the trail, Roger added a 
Wilderness roof rack for carrying spare tires. 
He also added a Rocky Mountain Off-Road 
rear steel bumper with a swing out spare tire 
mount. Some spare Tom Wood’s driveshafts 
share roof rack space with the tires. 
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Roger Charbonneau’s 2001 Grand Cherokee is anything but a trailer queen. This daily 
driver, highway cruising SUV has all of the heavy duty equipment and chassis 
reinforcement needed for rock-crawling the most challenging trails! A no-nonsense, trail 
proven 4x4, the WJ is a leader, not a follower! 

 

 

In 2007, Roger upgraded the 6” Clayton 
suspension lift to an 8-inch. He also added a 
high-pinion, narrowed Dana 60 front axle and 
high-pinion, Currie Ford 9” rear axle with 
4.56:1 gears, 5-on-5-1/2” wheel pattern and 
ARB Air Lockers, front and rear. 

 

 

RMB rebuilt the front suspension in 2008, 
adding Fox coil overs, rear gas shocks and 
Nitrogen bump stops. Constant trail running 
had stressed the unibody, which RMB 
reinforced with 1/4” plate steel.  
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 To support front coil-over spring/shocks, 
the motor compartment received cross 
gusseting with 1-1/2” tubing. Between the 
coil over setup and the custom RMB long 
arm kit, total lift is now eleven inches more 
than a stock WJ chassis.  

Even after the cooling upgrades, the 
4.7L V-8 would still get hot going over 
mountain passes on the highway. Roger 
had RMB 4x4 build a custom front bumper. 
Mike Nappi’s design cured the cooling 
problem by letting more air into the engine 
bay. The bumper also provides a better 
approach angle when off-roading. 

By 2009, Roger had RMB 4x4 build a custom 
Dana 60 high-pinion to replace the Currie 
Ford 9” rear axle. The reinforced and 
radically accessorized WJ proved too heavy 
for the 9” design. With the stout Dana 60s 
front and rear, Roger changed to Nitto 
35”x12.50”x17” Mud Grappler tires. 

The Jeep 4.7L V-8 engine has a K&N air filter, 
3-inch cat-back exhaust plus a tuning chip 
and velocity baffle to improve performance. 

Tasteful front bumper and winch mount 
supports a trail-proven Warn winch system. 

 
Cosmetically, the WJ now features matching 
leather Atlas shifter boots, fresh black paint, 
and silver racing flames. Five Moto-Metal 
9.5” x 17” wheels complete the exterior. 

The Mopar Rock Rails served nobly until 
bowed and beaten beyond recognition. 
They were replaced with RMB 4x4’s 
custom, severe-duty rails. Mike Nappi 
welded the new rails directly to the heavily 
reinforced unibody. 

 As most four-wheelers would expect, 
Roger likes his WJ. Given the investment, 
he could easily have opted for a JK 
Wrangler Rubicon and the readily available, 
off-the-shelf modifications that surround that 
model. He’d also have money to spare! 
When driving down the interstate at speed, 
however, Roger says that the exceptional 
ride quality and impressive V-8 performance 
of the WJ Grand Cherokee provide more 
than enough reason to keep it.  

 This built WJ package has it all: on- and 
off-highway capability, exceptional handling, 
interior luxury appointments plus the kind of 
heavy duty components that severe rock 
crawling demands! Move aside, Hummer… 
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